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About Us

What is SPES Historical Fencing Gear? We are just as passionate as you are. In the beginning, we made clothes
and arming garments for Medieval re-enactors. Lately, we have decided to expand our services to include the lovers
of historical fencing. This community grows year on year and its members increase their exploration of the arcana
of fencing based on the historical treaties. SPES Historical Fencing Gear came into existence with the idea of enhancing your safety during training in the Historic European Martial Arts.
The first piece of protective equipment that we designed was produced in 2007 for the needs of the Fechtschule
Gdansk in cooperation with Andrzej Zmuda Trzebiatowski and Jan Chodkiewicz. Since then, we have been collaborating with various fencing schools from Poland and Sweden in the process of designing and testing our products.
We rely on our many years of experience in designing and producing arming garments.
Products designed by us are created according to your needs. That is why, we are constantly gathering information and suggestions from fencing schools about their expectations of the protective equipment used during combat. This knowledge is a base which we use to design new and to modify old protectors to make them safer and
more functional. When you visit our website, you may be sure that the products you see there have already passed
combat tests!
Thanks to close cooperation with users of our protective gear (ourselves included), our products let you feel safer
and more comfortable while fighting, and let you enjoy the combat without needing to worry about safety. If you
think that our products need to be upgraded or if you need anything new, do not hesitate to write to us. All opinions and suggestions are more than welcome.
We are open to any cooperation with fencing groups. Feel free to contact us. We will be glad to welcome you to
the group of SPES Historical Fencing Gear’s friends.

Product features

Main goals fo our products are:
• provide user’s safety
• provide grat mobility during combat

Our products are constantly tested and modified to meet those goals to the highest possible level. Therefore, we
use methods that proved to work over the years. We use complex patterns which let us produce protection gear
with good level of arm mobility.
As it is commonly known, many products that are available on market at present does not make the use of “high”
techniques in long sword combats easy. That is why, we propose our products to you which are designed with the
special care paid to the difficult fencing techniques and demanding clients.
Our first products were produced for the needs of Polish groups of Historical European Martial Arts (HEMA) and
were especially designed for the use during long sword combat. Because they worked well during fights with long
sword, they are also good for fencing with other weapons.
Good mobility during combat and user safety are not the only advantages of our products. It is also the possibility to extend the protection. Our jackets “Fechtschule Gdansk” and “Axel Petterssons Fencing Jacket” may be used as
a basic element to protect body and arms but to provide yourself with more safety you can use elbow protectors.
Torso and shoulder safety in these types of gambeson is additionally increased to protect against injuries of these
body parts.
Almost all of our protection gear may be used independently or with cooperation with other elements to provide
additional safeness. For example, as an addition to “Fechtschule Gdansk” gambeson, you may use Body Protector,
Padded Skirt, Forearm Protectors etc. On the other hand, you can use those elements independently (without the
gambeson).
We are taking into consideration all users’ suggestions and ideas to make sure that our gear fulfills all of your
needs and expectations and lets you maximize the enjoyment of combat!
Contact:
SPES Historical Fencing Gear
web: www.histfenc.com
email: info@histfenc.com
phone: +48 534 862 321

Local contact:

Torso Protectors

„Axel Pettersson” Fencing Jacket PRO

Description:

New model of Axel Pettersson Fencing Jacket is a combination of wearing
comfort with high level of protection. The design is based on previous model
(1.1), highly valued among the historical fencing devotees.
It is equipped with fasteners for mounting an additional protection –
detachable, specially schaped, plastic pads. It lets you use the jacket as a
full protection without necessity of wearing additional protectors. You save
your time which you may spent for training instead of waisting it for the
preparing.
To increase the protection level the jacket has additional layer of leather in
front, attached with Velcro tapes. It improves the effectiveness of protection
without lessening the wearing comfort.
Also the collar has been changed, redesigned to make it more fit-to-shape
of the body. We added an additional mounting for leather front plate – a
torso protector against the stubs. As in previous model collar has a bladecatcher to keep larynx safe.
Thanks to the new design, the Axel Pettersson Fencing Jacket PRO is
perfect, comprehensive protection recommended to all historical fencing
devotees. It offers high level of protection along with very good wearing
comfort letting users fully enjoy the fights and trainings.

Product line:
PRO

Options:
Color:

Size:
• S - XL
• Custom

Materials/layers:
• Cotton
• Leather
• Velcro tape
• Plastic
• Absorption layer

Weight:

Approx. 3,5kg

Torso Protectors

„Axel Pettersson” Fencing Jacket

Description:

This fencing jacket was designed with the help and suggestions of Axel
Pettersson, to serve the needs of the Swedish schools of historical fencing
(„Gothenburg Historical Fencing School” in particular).
The jacket closes in front (see the picture) with the help of a zipper and
velcro. On the front of the collar, there is a broad overlap which closes with
velcro. The sleeves are specially designed for better arm movement. Also,
there are additional protective layers on the chest, schoulders and elbows.
The layers of fabric (from the outside) are: 1 layer of cotton, one protective
layer, and 1 layer of lining.
The jacket was tested at many seminars as well as one in Helsinki on
9-11.08.2011 lead by Axel Pettersson.
Upgraded version: V1.1 (after Swordfish 2011)

Options:
Color:

Size:
• S - XL
• Custom

Materials/layers:
• Cotton
• Velcro tape
• Absorption layer

Upgrades:
1. thicken protective layer on the ribs and the front
2. slightly shorter sleeves
3. collar consist blade catcher at the neck line

Product line:
SHFG

Weight:

Approx. 2,5kg

Torso Protectors

Women’s „Axel Pettersson” Fencing Jacket

Description:

Women’s model of Axel Pettersson Fencing jacket is a product designed on
a base of a male version which was created with a help and suggestions of
Axel Pettersson, also („Gothenburg Historical Fencing School” in particular),
to serve needs of historical fencing in a best possible way. Noticing growing
group of ladies within HEMA community along with growing popularity of
this Jacket model we decided to redesign it in a best way to be suitable for
ladies anatomical shape.
Except the fact that it is well-fitted, jacket keeps all the assets of male model
such us fold on the front fastened with zipper and Velcro, special collar with
Velcro and blade catcher in front. Also the special construction of the sleeves
for better arm movement during fighting.
To increase the protection level jacket has thick amortization layers on the
chest, ribs, shoulders and elbows. The construction consist layers such us:
outer layer (made of durable cotton fabric), amortization layer and inside
lining (same colour as outer).
All the examples of Woman’s Axel Pettersson jacket are equipped with
new, stronger zipper YKK with durability of 90kg/cm. It’s „reverse” type which
helps to prevent from accidental hooking it with the weapon when fighting.

Product line:
SHFG

Options:
Color:

Size:
• S - XL
• Custom

Materials/layers:
• Cotton
• Velcro tape
• Absorption layer

Weight:

Approx. 2,5kg

Torso Protectors

Fechtschule Gdansk Gambeson PRO

Description:

The new model of Fechtschule Gdansk Gambeson PRO is based on previous,
well known and valued Gambeson designed with help of Fechtschule Gdansk
school of Historical Fencing. All changes introduced are aimed to increase
the level of safety as well as the pleasure of wearing our protection gear.
New model is equipped with fasteners for mounting an additional protection
– detachable, specially schaped, plastic pads. It lets you use the jacket as a
full protection without necessity of wearing additional protectors to save the
arm from hits. It also shortens the preparation time before training letting
you enjoy the fight longer.
We resigned from the traditional fastening way with leather thongs. Now
the jacket has zipper and Velcro tapes what help put in gambeson much
faster.
Additionally the fabric in this model has been changed from standard linen
to more comfortable, stronger and worn-resistant cotton.

Product line:
PRO

Options:
Color:

Size:
• S - XL
• Custom

Materials/layers:
• Cotton
• Velcro tape
• Plastic
• Absorption layer

Weight:
Approx. 4kg

Torso Protectors

Fechtschule Gdansk Gambeson

Description:

Specially designed model for ARMA and FEDER. Also with advice from the
experience of Jan Chodkiewicz of Fechtschule Gdansk Historical Martial Arts
School.
It has a special system of layers which guarantees maximum protection
and mobility with the minimal arming protection. Additionally it protects
the body from stabs and cuts. The torso and the neck have overlaps which
protect againts thrusts. The gambeson is tailored in a way that its lower part
sits on the hips. The sleeves are made of 3 elements to guarantee the best
mobility of the elbows. For the mobility of the shoulders, we use special
deep-set slevees as well as gussets in the armpits.
The Fechtschule gambeson is composed of: 1 layer of linen (outer); 2
layers of cotton; 1 thick, thickly woven, woollen fabric layer; and finally a
very sturdy cotton layer. On the shoulders, the number of protective layers
increase from 1 to 3.
The gambeson is made of linen to keep historical correctness as much as
possible. Using gambeson made of linen, it is necessary to remember that
this fabric is less resistant (than for example cotton) for contact with sharp
elements or materials such us Velcro tape. From that reason you should be
carefull using this gambeson with other protection gear.

Product line:
Fechtschule Gdansk

Options:
Color:

Size:
• S - XL
• Custom

Materials/layers:
• Linen
• Absorption layer

Weight:

Approx. 3,1kg

Torso Protectors

Basic Fechtschule Gambeson

Description:

Specially designed (for ARMA and FEDER) model of gambeson. It has a
special system of layers which guarantees maximum protection and mobility
with the minimal arming protection. Additionally, it protects the body from
stabs and cuts. The torso and the neck have overlaps which protect from
thrusts. The gambeson is tailored in a way that the lower part sits on the
hips. The two-piece construction of the sleeves guarantees the best mobility
of the elbows. For the mobility of the shoulders, we use a special deep-set
sleeves as well gussets in the armpits.
This gambeson is composed of: 1 double, very resistant layer of cotton
(outer); 1 wadding layer; and finally cotton layer (inner). On the shoulders,
the number of protective layers increase from 1 to 3. On the chest, the
number of protective layers increase from 1 to 2. The lacing consists of 12
leather straps and 6 leather bindings.
This model was made with cooperation with „Fechtschule Gdansk” and Jan
Chodkiewicz.

Product line:
SHFG

Options:
Color:

Size:
• S - XL
• Custom

Materials/layers:
• Cotton
• Absorption layer

Weight:

Approx. 3,1kg

Torso Protectors

Body protector

Description:

Options:

It is used for protection against internal injury. It also has an additional
collar with a turned edge that protects the neck. It is fastened in the back
with three straps.

Size:
•L

The body protector is designed to protect the torso. It is made of six layers
of thickly woven, quilted fabric.

Color:

Materials/layers:
• Cotton
• Absorption layer

Product line:
Vectir

Weight:
Approx. 1kg

Torso Protectors

Padded skirt

Description:

The padded skirt gives additional protection for hips, thighs and crotch. It
is fastened in the back.

Options:
Color:

Size:
• Unisize

Materials/layers:
• Cotton
• Absorption layer

Product line:
SHFG

Weight:

Approx. 1,1kg

Head Protectors

Leather fencing mask and occipital overlay

Description:

Integrated fencing mask overlay with occipital protector is a great
combination of protection against quick tear and wear of the mask with
back of the head cover from injuries during the historical fencing trainings.
The overlay is made of strong leather and amortization layer. Occipital
protection has the filling made of 1cm thick plastic foam and two
overlapping plastic plates. Whole construction is elastic and has stong
protection level. There is no gaps between plastic plates to weaken the
construction.
Integrated fencing mask overlay with occipital protector is mounted
onto the fencing mask and kept in place with elastic belt below the
mask. Additional mounting point, made of Velcro tape, is added between
occipital part and mask overlay - it helps to keep the overlay more stable
on the mask. Additional tape with Velcro on the back of the overlay allows
its easy removing from the mask, also keeps the occipital protector close to
the back of the head to minimize risk of accidental hit.
Construction of the overlay has been modified thanks to our customers
opinions about the other products.
Overlay should fit all commonly used fencing mask models.
Mask not included

Product line:
SHFG

Options:
Color:

Size:
• Unisize

Materials/layers:
• Leather
• Velcro tape
• Textile lining

Weight:

Approx. 0,65kg

Head Protectors

Fencing mask overlay. „Vectir” model

Description:

The fencing mask overlay is made of several layers of resistant fabric as
well as a protective layer. The function of the overlay is to extend the life of
the mask longer.
The overlay should fit all commonly used fencing mask models. Overlay has
been equipped with additional mounting point - Velcro tape, which increase
the stability of protection when attached to the fencing mask.
Mask not included.

Options:
Color:

Size:
• Unisize

Materials/layers:
• Cotton

Product line:
Vectir

Weight:

Approx. 0,35kg

Head Protectors

Integrated mask overlay with occipital protection „Trinity”

Description:

Mask overlay with integrated occipital protection is a technologically
advanced product. The front and sides of the mask refer to hoods used in
medieval times. It is the only overlay that is commercially produced which
protects larynx, shoulders and occipital bone. It fits most of commonly
used masks.
A significant element of this overlay is a plastic insertion to protect the
larynx from painful thrusts. Additionally, the overlay has quilted shoulder
protector and a movable occipital cover which is strengthened with plastic
plates. The most important aspect of this overlay is the effective neck
protection.
Mask not included.

Product line:
SHFG

Options:
Color:

Size:
• S - XL

Materials/layers:
• Cotton
• Durable synthetic fabric

Weight:

Approx. 1,2kg

Head Protectors

Integrated mask overlay with occipital protection „Trinity”.
Prestige model

Description:

Mask overlay with integrated occipital protection is a technologically
advanced product. The front and sides of the mask refer to hoods used in
medieval times. It is the only overlay that is commercially produced which
protects larynx, shoulders and occipital bone. It fits most of commonly
used masks.
A significant element of this overlay is plastic insertion to protect
the larynx from painful thrusts. Additionally, the overlay has shoulder
protection and a movable occipital cover which is strengthened with plastic
plates. The most important aspect of this overlay is the effective neck
protection.
The Prestige Model is made of leather which increases the level of
protection of the overlay.

Options:
Color:

Size:
• Custom

Materials/layers:
• Cotton
• Leather

Mask not included.

Product line:
SHFG Prestige

Weight:

Approx. 1,5kg

Head Protectors

Occipital overlay for fencing mask. „Vectir” model

Description:

The occipital overlay is a protective element that secures the back of the
head and protects the area where the mask ends.
The occipital overlay is made of several layers of resistant fabric, a
protective layer as well as three mobile plates made of super-hard plastic.
Overlay has been equipped with additional mounting point - Velcro tape,
which increase the stability of protection when attached to the fencing
mask.
Mask not included

Options:
Color:

Size:
• Unisize

Materials/layers:
• Cotton

Product line:
Vectir

Weight:

Approx. 0,5kg

Arm Protectors

Forearm protectors. „Vectir” model

Description:

The forearm protectors help to lessen the threat of injury during frequent
historical fencing training. They are made of sturdy fabric as well as superhard profiled plastic inserts.
They were designed and tested in conjunction with the historical fencing
school „VECTIR”.

Options:
Color:

Size:
• Unisize

Sold as a pair.

Materials/layers:
• Cotton
• Durable synthetic fabric
• Velcro tape

Product line:
Vectir

Weight:

Approx. 0,4kg

Arm Protectors

Forearm and elbow protectors v2.0

Description:

The forearm protectors help to lessen the threat of injury during frequent
historical fencing training. Additionally this model has elbow protection.
Made of sturdy fabric and super-hard profiled plastic inserts, gives you
high level of protection during fight. The elbow protection, an extension of
the forearm protector, is specially shaped to provide the most protection for
the elbows possible without impeding movement.
Forearm and elbow protector version 2.0, modified in our offer from
01/11/2013:

Options:
Color:

Size:
• Unisize

- achieved better protection thanks to single-element elbow protector made of
polypropylene,
- better fitting PP bowl for the elbow; in comparison with the previous version, the
elbow element does not stick out from the arm,
- eliminated weak protected place between elbow and forearm - previous version
had 1,5cm gap. In version 2.0 elements overlap each other eliminating the gap,
- additional elastic tape on the back of elbow part makes this element stay better in
place without moving,
- Velcro tape mounting of forearm part gives you the possibility of adjustment of
the whole protector length,
- possibility to detach the elbow part if necessary.

Materials/layers:

Product line:

Weight:

• Cotton
• Durable synthetic fabric
• Velcro tape
• Polypropylene

Sold as a pair.

SHFG

Approx. 0,6kg

Arm Protectors

Elbow protectors

Description:

Elbow protectors are an extension of the Vectir forearm protector. Thanks
to them, you may extend forearm protector into the full version at any time
also with elbow protection.
Simple mounting with Velcro and elastic tape let you modify the protection
in any way. Velcro gives the possibility of adjustment of the whole protector
length and protects against moving the protector down the arm.
It is recommended to use the elbow protectors with forearm protectors
Vectir model.

Options:
Color:

Size:
• Unisize

Sold as a pair.

Materials/layers:

Product line:

Weight:

SHFG

• Velcro tape
• Polypropylene

Approx. 0,2kg

Arm Protectors

SPES heavy gloves version 1.0

Description:

The SPES heavy gloves v. 1.0 are designed to protect your palms which
are exposed to injuries during trainings of historical fencing. Our protective
heavy gloves provide full cover for four fingers and thumb. The outside
part of the palm and fingers are also protected by the overlapping plastic
elements. The 11cm cuff made of fabric is reinforced by six covered with
leather elements. On the wrist there is also a leather belt with a buckle which
enables the fencer to better adjust the glove to fit the palm. Sold as a pair.
SPES heavy gloves v. 1.0. Upgrades in comparison to the 0.9 version since
(1.05.2014):
-more comfortable gloves with three fingers,
-increased protection and stiffening of the thumb thanks to applying more
protective elements,
-additional layer of leather stiffens and protects the wrist and the palm,
-the leather belt with a buckle gives the possibility of a better adjustment of
the glove to the palm,
-longer cuff and additional protective elements covered with leather,
-the inner part of the gloves is covered with synthetic leather,
-more comfortable way of fastening the plastic elements to the glove,
-new more durable rivets.

Product line:
SHFG

Options:
Color:

Size:
• M/L
• XL

Materials/layers:

• Natural and synthetic leather
• Cotton
• Polypropylene

Weight:

Approx. 0,95kg

Arm Protectors

SPES Hema gloves - light v.1.1

Description:

Fencing Gloves designed for HEMA training with light weapon such as light
saber, épée or rapier. They are not meant to be used with Feder or heavy
sword.
With foam filling quilted on cuff, metacarpus and fingers. Cuff has a slit
fastened with Velcro tape.
Gloves are available as a pair.

Options:
Color:

Size:
• XS - XL

Materials/layers:
• Artificial leather
• Cotton
• Filling: foam
• Velcro tape

Product line:
SHFG

Weight:

Approx. 0,25kg

Arm Protectors

Fingertips protectors

Description:

Do you use five-fingers gloves during historical fencing training? If yes, you
possibly know how poorly they protect your fingertips against hits. So try
our fingertips protectors.
Made of specially shaped durable plastic protects each fingertip individually.
Just put them inside the gloves and use.

Options:
Color:

Size:
• Unisize

Set consist 10 pieces - five for each palm.
Sold as a set.

Materials/layers:
• Durable plastic

Product line:
SHFG

Weight:

Approx. 0,03kg

Leg Protectors

Historical fencing pants

Description:

Breeches specially designed for historical fencing trainings. Made of durable
cotton fabric. Length just below the knee. Elastic ribbing at the end of the
leg below the knee. Breeches have high waist and are kept in place thanks to
elastic braces fastened with plastic clasps with length regulation.
Breeches are equipped with three internal pockets on each side, at the hip,
and on outer and inner part of thigh. They may be filled with plastic foam
to increase protection level of the breeches. It’s easy to remove the foam for
example to wash the breeches.
Front of the legs strengthened with quilting. To increase mobility an elastic
piece of fabric has been sewn into the crotch. Bottom part of the legs has
been equipped with mounting points which are designed specially to attach
additional knee protectors (it is an option to extend the whole leg protection).
On the back there are two pockets closed with Velcro tape.
Characteristic points:
1. Elastic braces with clasp and with length regulation
2. Pockets with foam insertion/pads
3. Elastic piece of fabric to increase mobility
4. Mounting points for additional knee protectors
5. Knee-part with quilting

Product line:
SHFG

Options:
Color:

Size:
• S - XL
• Custom

Materials/layers:
• Cotton
• Velcro tape
• Foam

Weight:

Approx. 1,05kg

Leg Protectors

Calf protector. „Vectir” model

Description:

The calf protectors help to lessen the treat of injury during frequent
historical fencing training. They are made of sturdy fabric as well as superhard profiled plastic inserts.
They were designed and tested in conjunction with the historical fencing
school „Vectir”.

Options:
Color:

Size:
• Unisize

Sold as a pair.

Materials/layers:
• Cotton
• Durable synthetic fabric
• Velcro tape

Product line:
Vectir

Weight:

Approx. 1,2kg

Leg Protectors

Knee protectors

Description:

Thanks to this type of gear you get better knees protection during historical
fencing training.
They are made of elastic and resistant polyprophylene 3mm thick.
Knees Protectors are great complementary protector to our Historical
Fencing Pants. Mounted with velcro fastened, adjustable elastic tape. They
have also extra mounting points that use elastic and dedicated loops on
the Fencing Pants for increased stability. Thanks to this solution they stay
in place providing enhanced protection through the whole training session.
Knees protectors could be use along with other products of different
companies, but for full protection it is highly recommended to mount them
onto Fencing Pants.

Options:
Color:

Size:
• Unisize

Materials/layers:
• Polyprophylene
• Velcro

Sold as a pair.

Product line:
SHFG

Weight:

Approx. 0,2kg

Leg Protectors

Historical fencing socks

Description:

Modern fencing socks, made of high quality cotton with addition of
polyamide and elastane (spandex). Thanks to special design they are
perfectly suitable for historical fencing training.
Characteristic:
• shin-bone enhancement for protection against hits
• sole enhancement for comfortable wearing
• special ribbing on feet over the ankle and below the knee for keeping in
a place
• special perforation for air circulation
• seamless design for comfortable wearing

Product line:
SHFG

Options:
Color:

Size:
• S - XL

Materials/layers:
• 80% cotton
• 17% polyamide
• 3% elastane (spandex)

Weight:

Approx. 0,15kg

Leg Protectors

Shin guards

Description:

Using of the shin guards improve your protection while historical fencing
trainings. Protecting the tibia bone this guards are minimum shin protection
suggested by us.
They are made of elastic and strong polypropylene 3mm thick. Protruded
parts of the surface additionally increased the resistance of the guards.
Inside of them a soft foam is mounted for better amortization. Shin guards
are equipped with two elastic tapes to mount them in a place, thanks to
them protectors are stable and kept in a place.
Shin guards may be used independently or along with historical fencing
socks.

Options:
Color:

Size:
• Unisize

Materials/layers:
• Polyprophylene
• Velcro

Price for a pair.

Product line:
SHFG

Weight:

Approx. 0,2kg

Additional products
Groin protector

Male groin protector. Made of cotton, a jockstrap to be worn over underwear.
It has a special pocket with a plastic cup to protect the crotch from injury. The
plastic cup shape is adapted to male anatomy to provide good protection
without lessen the mobility. The plastic cup is easy to remove from pocket to
allow the jockstrap to be cleaned.

Available sizes:
S - XL

Weight:
0,25kg

Wooden longsword

Wooden longsword made of ash with guard. This type of swords were widely
used in medieval times during fencing training. They help to improve sword
maneuvering skills without major body injuries. Especially recommended for
beginners. Blade section 2x5cm.

Dimensions:

Blade/total/guard lenght: ~77/105/24cm

Product features

Weight:
0,95kg

Wooden sword

Wooden sword made of ash with straight guard. This type of swords
were widely used in medieval times during fencing training. They help to
improve sword maneuvering skills without major body injuries. Especially
recommended for beginners. Blade section 3x5 cm.

Dimensions:

Blade/total/guard lenght: ~69/92/15cm

Weight:
1,05kg

Training broadsword - standard

Blade made of soft, elastic components, gives you full safety during
trainings. Outer fabric guarantees long life of product and high resistance for
any damage of blade. Simulator of the white weapon, designed for training
in pairs without heavy strenght inolved. Plastic hilt is covered with rubber
for stronger and stable grip. Additional protection is given by plastic guard.
Straight blade with rectangular section.

Dimensions:

Blade/total lenght: ~64/81cm

Weight:
0,45kg

Training broadsword - heavy

Blade made of soft, elastic components, gives you full safety during
trainings. Outer fabric guarantees long life of product and high resistance
for any damage of blade. Additional core hardening. Simulator of the
white weapon, designed for thrusting practice, or for light training in pairs
without heavy strenght inolved. Plastic hilt is covered with rubber. Additional
protection is given by plastic guard. Straight blade with rectangular section.

Dimensions:

Blade/total lenght: ~77/94cm

Weight:
0,55kg

Additional products
Training sword with cross guard/long

Two-handed sword. Blade made of soft, elastic components, gives you full
safety during trainings. Outer fabric guarantees long life of product and high
resistance for any damage of blade. Additional core hardening. Plastic hilt is
covered with rubber. Cross guard to protect hands against injuries. Designed
for thrusting practice, or for light training in pairs without heavy strenght
inolved. Straight blade with circular section.

Dimensions:

Blade/total lenght: ~88/115cm

~84/120cm

Weight:

0,71/0,84kg

Training rapier

Blade made of soft, elastic components, gives you full safety during
trainings. Outer fabric guarantees long life of product and high resistance for
any damage of blade. Simulator of the white weapon, designed for thrusting
practice, or for light training in pairs without heavy strenght inolved. Plastic
hilt is covered with rubber. Rounded guard is made of plastic, soft disc with
openwork design. Straight blade with circular section.

Dimensions:

Blade/total lenght: ~64/82cm

Product features

Weight:
0,27kg

Training sabre - standard

Blade made of soft, elastic components. Simulator of the white weapon,
designed for thrusting practice, or for light training in pairs without heavy
strenght inolved. Plastic hilt is covered with rubber for stronger and stable
grip. Additional protection against hand injuries is given by plastic guard.
Blade section: rectangular. Inclination of blade curve: ~5cm

Dimensions:

Blade/total lenght: ~65/82cm

Weight:
0,45kg

Training sabre - heavy

Blade made of soft, elastic components has an additional core hardening.
Simulator of the white weapon, designed for thrusting practice, or for light
training in pairs without heavy strenght inolved. Plastic hilt is covered with
rubber for stronger and stable grip. Additional protection against hand
injuries is given by plastic guard. Blade section: rectangular. Inclination of
blade curve: ~5cm.

Dimensions:

Blade/total lenght: ~78/94cm

Weight:
0,54kg

Training sword - katana

Two-handed sword. Blade made of soft, elastic components has an
additional core hardening. Simulator of the white weapon, designed for
thrusting practice, or for light training in pairs without heavy strenght inolved.
Plastic hilt is covered with rubber for stronger and stable grip. Rounded
guard is made of plastic, soft disc with openwork design. Straight blade with
rectangular section.

Dimensions:

Blade/total lenght: ~77/105cm

Weight:
0,65kg

Additional products
Wooden dagger/Wooden dagger - short

Wooden dagger made of ash. Blade pointed with ball for safety use.
This type of daggers were widely used in medieval times during fencing
training. They help to improve sword maneuvering skills without major body
injuries. Especially recommended for beginners. Phi (ɸ): 1,7-4cm.

Dimensions:

Blade/total lenght: ~29/46cm ~25/39cm

Weight:
0,25kg

Wooden dussack

Wooden dussack is our modern interpretation of training weapon which
used to be made of wood or sometimes leather. Dussack was used by
training groups across many centuries as a simulator of short, single-edged
weapons.
Our dussack is perfect for all who start fencing lessons. This weapon is
made of beech wood.

Dimensions:

Blade/total lenght/thickness: ~59/81/1,2cm

Product features

Weight:
0,45kg

Synthetic dussack

Synthetic dussack is our modern interpretation of training weapon which
used to be made of wood or sometimes leather. Dussack was used by
training groups across many centuries as a simulator of short, single-edged
weapons. Our product, thanks to being made of polyamide, is very durable
and safe to use. If you need a resistant dussack for intensive and dynamic
trainings, our offer is a perfect response to your needs.

Dimensions:

Blade/total lenght/thickness: ~59/81/1cm

Weight:
0,6kg

historical fencing gear

Sizing
Products offered in our Shop are available in standard sizes. Also there is possibility to order gambesons, jackets
or doublets to fit personal measurements - tailor-made. Price of made to measure product is increased of 30% and
customer is oblige to send us necessary measurements. In case of products made to measure appropriate Terms
and Condition points are binding (II/9, IV/2, IV/6). For more information please visit our site: www.histfenc.com.
Below you may find information table which has an information about necessary measurements needed to make
custom product and tips how to take them properly. Standard sizes informations are located at each product card.

Measurement type

1. Height
2. Arm lenght
3. Distance neck - navel
4. Shoulders width
5. Biceps girth
6. Wrist girth
7. Chest girth
8. Back width
9. Waist girth
10. Hips girth

INDIVIDUAL MEASUREMENTS TABLE

Measurement taking method

Taken from bottom of foot to top of the head
Taken from end of shoulder to wrist, outside, with bent arm
Taken from navel to bottom line of neck
Taken on a back, between arm-shoulder connection points
Girth taken with bent arm and tense muscles
Girth taken at wrist joint level
Taken at armpit level
Taken at armpit level
Taken at top of hip bone level
Taken at hip joint level

At www.histfenc.com “Sizing” subpage you may find pictures showing how to take the measurments properly.

Ordering
Best way to place an order is to use our website shop at: www.histfenc.com. The order is being processed since
we receive the payment for it. If the chosen products are in stock, we usually send the parcel within 3 working
days. If not, the time of realization may extend up to 30 working days because we have to produce the products.
In some special cases (like products made for personal measurements or those with modifications for customer’s
request), the production process may take more time. In such situations, you will be informed by phone or email.

Shipment
Usually we use UPS Courier shipment method for all orders. In some cases (small parcel, non EU countries) we
may use Polish Mail services to lower the costs of deliery. UPS Courier provides the tracking system which let you
know where your parcel is and when will be delivered.
To check approximately time of delivery go to our website. You may also check the delivery prices there which
are dependable from shipment method, area of delivery and weight of ordered goods.
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact us by email or phone.

Contact:
SPES Historical Fencing Gear
web: www.histfenc.com
email: info@histfenc.com
phone: +48 534 862 321

Local contact:

